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In an atom without a portion, whether a relation before and after 
regarding the place is able to exist 
– Discussion between Kamala??la and ?ubhagupta (2) – 
MANABE Tomohiro 
Kamala??la, a scholar of Yog?c?ra-M?dhyamikav?din in the 8th century criticizes the atomism of 
?ubhagupta, an external world realist in Tattvasa?grahapañjik? (TSP) ad TS (Tattvasa?graha) 
1989-1991, which takes a position of Yog?c?ra school. I made a research presentation about the first 
half part of the opposite theory of Kamala??la with ?ubhagupta in TSP ad TS 1989-1991 before, and 
discussed that the confrontation of both opinion originates from the difference of each understanding 
about the distinction of a direction (digbh?gabheda). In this paper, through my analyzing the second 
half part of the opposite theory of Kamala??la with ?ubhagupta in TSP ad TS 1989-1991 in which the 
opposite theory is performed about whether the atom which does'nt have a portion has a spatial relation 
front and back (de?ak?ta? paurv?paryam) or not, it was shown clearly that the confrontation of both 
opinion is based on the difference of each understanding about a temporal relation before and after 
(k?lak?ta? paurv?paryam) and material form (m?rtatva). 
First, regarding a temporal relation before and after, ?ubhagupta thinks that it could be compared 
with a spatial relation front and back from a viewpoint of continuity. On the other hand, thinking that 
only the present thing exists, Kamala??la thinks that a temporal relation before and after is conjectured 
through causal relationship. So he thinks that it could'nt be compared with a spatial relation front and 
back. 
Second, regarding material form, thinking material form is a concept different from having a 
portion ?ubhagupta thinks it is not contradictory that an atom does'nt have a portion and that an atom is 
a material thing. However, since Kamala??la thinks material form and having a portion are synonymous, 
he thinks that an atom could'nt be a material thing if an atom does'nt have a portion. 
From the above, confrontation of the opinion of ?ubhagupta and Kamala??la is based on the 
difference of understanding of both concepts. 
